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      Responding to the challenge of climate change


Climate change, the largest single threat to current and future generations, is posing fundamental challenges for public services and public service workers. In recent years, we have seen extreme weather events, flooding and forest fires for example, leading to loss of life and widespread damage and destruction of buildings and infrastructure. Our members across many services have been part of the immediate and longer term response – in emergency and rescue services, energy and water, local and regional government. EPSU has been working hard to influence policies at global and European level aimed at decarbonising our economies and calling for a shift away from growth at all costs. It is essential that we achieve a more sustainable society is achieved through a just transition whereby no one is left behind. 


This briefing, produced for EPSU's 2019 Congress, sets out the federation's recent activity on climate change and current priorities. EPSU has published research focusing on some of the key issues and policy developments including its position on the EU's Green Deal, the failure of energy liberalisation to address climate change and an analysis of action on climate change adaptation.
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            Quality public services are essential to achieving EU decarbonisation targets

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU has published its position on the Commission’s new 2040 climate targets.
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            Commission action plan on labour and skills shortages lacks ambition 

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            On March 21st, the European Commission unveiled its action plan aimed at confronting the pressing issue of labour and skills shortages across the European Union.
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             Towards a just transition: 60th EPSU Utilities standing committee 

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The committee discussed, amongst others, strategies to address the energy crisis, related green and social challenges and EU climate target for 2040.
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            Reducing working time: A series of case studies from across Europe

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU has launched a series of case studies to explore how trade unions across Europe are addressing working time reduction. This month, the focus is on Iceland
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            Trade unions mobilise in Brussels against austerity

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The Belgian Federation of General Labor (FGTB/ABVV) mobilised against austerity measures on Tuesday, 12 March, demanding freedom for collective bargaining and an end to social security system reductions.
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            EPSU Standing Committee on Health and Social Services discusses  labour shortages, demonstrations in Brussels, organizing and climate change

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            After a review of the alarming situation of trade unions in Turkey one year after the earthquake, the 60th Standing Committee discussed strategies to address staff shortages, greening healthcare sector, and its priorities for this year.
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            Union highlights jobs and pay challenges in tackling energy transition
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  Slovenia


        

                
                
        
                            The SDE energy trade union has raised concerns about the capacity of the energy sector to cope with the green transition. The union highlights slow wage growth in the sector, which is adding to the major challenges in recruiting new staff and the lengthy training required to ensure they have the specific skills needed. The SDE is also worried that existing staff are leaving the energy sector and seeking employment in better-paid positions in other industries. The union points out that a lack of skilled staff will make it difficult to successfully upgrade energy facilities. It has also raised
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            Quality public services vital to reach Europe’s industrial ambitions

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The reform of the European economic governance rules threatens quality public services and undermines Europe’s industrial ambitions.
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            Communication of the Commission on Europe 2040 climate targets: EPSU calls for a fair, social, inclusive initiative

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU welcomes the Communication of the European Commission on Europe's 2040 climate target, in which it recommends a 90% reduction of the EU’s net greenhouse gas emissions by 2040.
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            Thousands march against EU’s austerity policies in Brussels

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            Workers and trade unions from 30 countries joined the ETUC in a significant demonstration against the European Union's austerity plans, marching through Brussels under the "Together Against Austerity" banner.
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            EPSU: “Don’t water down the polluter-pays principle”

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU has signed a joint statement on the polluter-pays principle for the Wastewater Treatment Directive.
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            EPSU calls for a strong and just CSDD Directive

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            On 15th November members from different organisations gathered at the Place Schuman to participate in a protest organised by the ETUC calling for a just Directive on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence
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                            2023 November EPSU Collective Bargaining Newsletter No. 23

                    

    


            

                
  
    
      


  



                    
        
        
        
            Union mobilises climate reps for green workplace action
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  Sweden


        

                
                
        
                            The Vision trade union is aiming to address climate issues at work through a network of climate representatives who are aiming to work with employers to take a range of initiatives including looking at ways to make commuting more sustainable. Climate reps in 15 branches, representing thousands of members in municipalities, regions and the Church of Sweden, are currently putting forward proposals such as subsidized travel cards for public transport, initiatives to provide bikes, charging stations at the workplace and other things that enable reduced climate impact from commuting. Vision says it
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            Letter to Commission on review of REACH regulation

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU together with others protested that the European Commission has not included the Reach review in its 2024 work program.
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            Urgent action needed to retain health and care workers: new WHO-Europe Framework

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU’s demands on staff shortages, improved working conditions, retention and more are addressed in the WHO-Europe region’s framework for 2024-2030.
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